Sigils have different uses. If you have read a book on how to create sigils, you will see sigils are something, like a language for the unconscious. There are many uses, but one of their uses is just meditating on them. This is understood by our unconscious mind, the God portion of our mind and acts accordingly. For instance, you 'engrave' a sigil into a chakra by imagining it and it represents something that logically isn't logical. Though to your God Mind it's well understood. And yes, that’s one use of the Sigils. If you have noticed, in Astaroth’s 8-fold path, there is a part of Sigil Meditation. Which is just this.

Meditating on the Sigils of our Gods not only makes our bond stronger with them but depending on the qualities and powers of that God, we can attain these too. Our GD’s are our GD’s for a reason, because we have a connection and in many cases similarities. Meditating on a sigil will be beneficial in both the consciousness and awareness over the Powers, but the Gods themselves. By meditating on the Sigil you create a link. So, yeah, this use is pretty much this. There are other ways to decode and other workings in sigils but sometimes simplicity is the greatest success!

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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